Hello!
This working document serves as a brainstorm list and prompts for the ISSUE NO. II of Source Paper,
FIRE+AIR. If you are interested in submitting a story, poem, photos, film, music, or other forms of
creativity this document may be helpful. Please be sure not to take this too seriously, it’s the creative
process after all! We encourage you to create something inspired by the thoughts below and send to:
hello@source-paper.com as an attachment.
We are currently accepting submissions until December, 21st, 2021 and will be in touch if we choose your
work to be published. This is an open forum and we invite you to send in any other forms and ideas you
have surrounding these themes.
Open to all and if you would like, please tell us a little about yourself when submitting.

We thank you in advance for your time and creative outpouring!

_________________________________________________________________________

A sound precipitates air, then fire, then water and earth - and that’s how
the world becomes. - Joseph Campbell

FIRE
Transmutation
Rebirth
Warmth
Wood / Arborist
Building Fires
Evolution
Nourishment
Clearing
Fire “Fighters”
Energy

Alchemy
Stories around a fire
Krackling
Curing
Cooking
Light
Flame
Temperance
Fire suppression
Fire practices- Land participation and stewardship
Dancing with Fire
Ceremony
Protection
Center
Safety
Fire in the mind
Art of Firewood
Fire as Spirit
Temperature
Invoking
Camping
Carbon
Legends
Fire Tenders
Fire Keepers
Wisdom
Vitality
Destruction (or what is perceived as such)
Renewal
Invigorating
Aries, Leo, Sagittarius

Passion
Red, Orange, yellow, blue, green
Regenerate
Ashes
Temperamental
Dynamic

AIR
Ether
Breath
Air streams/ jet stream
Wind + relation to Directions
Air movement- How air moves (sea-breeze, cold front, warm front)
Wind energy
Pilots / Stories of Flying
Photographs from the sky
Untethered, detached, cerebral
Etheric
Astral
Bird watchers
Astrology
Astronomy
Clarity
Downloads
Intake and Exhale - Cyclical
Sailing
Downwinding
Kiteboarding
Dream
Travel
Sky / Clouds / Sunset seasonal documentation
Inspired Poetry
Birds
Unseen forces
Floating
Weather
Pruning techniques for air flow
Interviews
Gemini, Libra, Aquarius
Invisible
Mental energy
White, blue
Clean
Analysis
Lightness

Communication
Seekers
Self Study / personal storytelling / journal entries
Motion, Action, Change
Sound / Music
Meditations

FIRE + AIR
Alchemy
Oxygen as Fuel for Fire
Spirit + Ether
Air Quality
Smoke
‘Self’ as a polarity to ‘Other’
‘Individual’ as a polarity to the ‘Collective’
‘Local’ as a polarity to ‘Universal’
Phycology
Weather
Chemistry
Collaborations
Combining Action
Thinking + Feeling
Sensation + Intuition

Air is animated by Fire's enthusiasm and readiness to act.
Fire supports Air's flow of mind.

